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Introduction 

Aequo Audio is a Dutch loudspeaker manufacturer situated in Eindhoven, The Netherlands. The area 

is also known as Brainport: one of the smartest high-tech regions in the world. Our designers and 

engineers of Aequo Audio believe in the credo of the region where we were raised: innovation 

trough collaboration, research and technology. A fine example of this  credo in practis is our 

collaboration with the technical university of Eindhoven where we use their advanced facilities: 

 

Aequo Audio, experienced in building high-end custom loudspeakers, has put our combined 

knowledge into the development of our first loudspeaker to be produced in series: the Ensis. The 

Ensis is a very modest sized, truly full-range floor standing speaker. Its stylish shape resembles a 

music note. The fully closed enclosure is built with interesting in-house developed materials. It 

provides a three-way driver line-up, engineered to achieve exceptional precision and cleanliness in 

sound reproduction. This includes an active 10 inch subwoofer, controlled by an on-board amplifier 

and an analog hardware system for deep and natural lows. The hardware also provides a smart room 

size and speaker placement correction system, easily controlled by two stylish billet aluminum 

rotators.  

The middle and high frequency section of this hybrid speaker remains passive. Specified as 8 ohms 

nominal and highly sensitive, it is made to work well with a wide range of amplifiers. The five inch 

driver is responsible for very open, or pleasantly detailed, midrange frequencies without coloration. 

It is accompanied by a tweeter system with a concentric dome and ring moving-surface, as well as 

some new dispersion-improvement technologies. The two transducers are time-aligned by the 

carefully sloped cabinet, and wideband phase-aligned by the low-order crossover, to deliver a 

spectacular, holographic soundstage. 

An unique thing about Aequo Audio, other than the shape of the Ensis  and its new technologies, is 

our design-approach. It is driven by a model created over the years: the Octagon Model. This model 

is used to evaluate the performance of loudspeakers in general, and more importantly: to design new 

ones. The model describes eight areas in quality for a loudspeaker. Like Room Acoustics or Dynamics, 



with many aspects involved. Our mission is to build loudspeakers that excel in all eight aspects of the 

Octagon Model. A mission not taken lightly, as it is integrated our company’s logo. 

This paper consists of information that provide additional context and specifics around choices made 

to deliver our first series-produced product with a new level of qualities not yet seen in its price-

segment. 

 

 

Specifications and features overview: 

 

 

 



Driver and transducer-system technology 
 -General info and choice of materials 
 
Aequo Audio puts an enormous effort in the drivers used in our loudspeakers. Without the use of 
excellent transducers transforming the electrical energy into moving energy, it is impossible to reach 
the levels of performance in all eight aspects of the Octagon philosophy. In projects before the 
Launch of the Ensis, we often used off-the-shelve units as offered by the many driver brands you see 
in many high end speaker today. Listening, acoustic measurements, measurement of parameters, as 
well as just taking them apart and reviewing all findings in advanced simulation programs, gives us a 
good insight in all the pros and cons of different motor designs with different voice coil technologies 
and magnet systems, as well as cone shapes and materials, suspensions and rubber surrounds. To 
take the Ensis speaker to a truly next level of sound reproduction, Aequo Audio combined forces with 
the best suppliers in the world to develop three unique transducer systems for the low, mid and high 
frequencies in these speakers. Aequo Audio will always keep in-house R&D, just as well as the 
collaboration with partners in this area, the number one priority. 
 
Bass reflex loaded, closed box, Passive driver loaded, transmission line and dipole cabinets all have 
their specific use in speaker technology. For the Ensis, Aequo Audio has chosen for a fully closed 3-
way system. Specific qualities are mentioned in the three next chapters of this page. Closed box 
systems have the benefit of not adding the much larger group-delay by the phase shift caused by 4th 
order roll off typical for bass reflex and passive radiator enclosures.  They are also more compact and 
are free of any unwanted noise coming out of the port (air shuffing sounds). Some bas reflex 
speakers with poor drivers even suffer from bad motor sounds of the drivers audible from the ports. 
Additionally, the ports on the back side of speakers often result in very limited placement options 
due to “boominess” when placed near walls or corners. Speakers can only be placed at a certain 
specific distance of these walls to deliver the right balance. The bass reflex system is also used for 
fake deep-bass: if the tuning frequency is a bit higher (shorter or larger port) than normally chosen, 
there will be a boost just above the roll off. Many cheaper speakers equipped with smaller woofers 
use this concept to add a shelve of bass around 50-100hz to pretend they are full range. Often as 
much as 3db, or even 6db when placed near a wall. A truly high-end speaker just goes deep without 
any boosts or fake bass. 
 
All rigid materials, including paper pulp cone materials, are prone to break-up resonance problems. 

This is why not only Accuton cuts out these black round pieces, but also scan-speak has the spiral cut 

lines in the revelator cones, filled with glue. Outside the slower signal response in upper midrange 

frequencies and lower sensitivity compared to the Ensis midbass, the Revelator midbass drivers are 

truly excellent and do not add the coloration that is a real and common problem with paper cones. 

The lower sensitivity of the revelator is caused by the only downside of this special cone: its weight 

(paper, coatings and fillers). It is heavier than the Ensis’ special PP cone. This PP cone is not as rigid as 

paper or aluminum, but has very good self-dampening behaviour as can be seen in the CSD diagram. 

It is ideal for the midrange if moved by the right motor. 

For the subwoofer we have more focus on large forces and large excursions. This is where more rigid 

materials like paper or aluminum come in. We started with a paper cone actually, which had break 

up problems around 1000hz (not bad at all for a subwoofer). Changing to an aluminum cone (and 

better spider suspension), we now have a pretty comparable break up resonance in intensity, but 

only around 3000hz. Excellent! It allows us to use a low order low-pass on the subwoofer without any 

risk of in audible side effects. Furthermore, distortion is lower, especially at higher excursions.  

Magnesium would much more problematic, since its break up amplitude is much higher. Carbon has 

also break up problems without special constructions and additions, and I find most sandwich (eg. 



Rohacell) or honeycomb constructions to be too heavy. Although we could have adjusted sensitivity 

on the active subwoofer to deal with the extra weight, it would then still generate more hard labor 

for the amplifier and more importantly: heat in the subwoofer-motor and its closed enclosure. This 

brings me to another aspect of black anodized aluminum being the material of choice for the sub: it 

has superb heat dissipation properties! It is the most used material for heatsinks. That includes the 

heatsink in the Ensis, on the opposite side of the subwoofer. 

 
-midbass frequency system 

 
A very special driver was born trough a special cooperation with the Skaaning family business now 
led by Per Skaaning. Per’s father Ejvind Skaaning was the guiding force behind several loudspeaker 
companies in Denmark; among the most prominent are Scan-Speak and Dynaudio corporations, both 
founded by Mr. Skaaning, and the best ideas of him and his former engineering team members at all 
those different companies have found their ways into all the drivers now used by Aequo Audio. The 
synergy between Aequo Audio’s detailed specifications, and Skaaning’s superb materials and 
technologies led to various prototype combinations of motor designs both underhung and overhung, 
suspensions and cone configuration. Only when the best and ultimate measurement specs and 
musical sound qualities were met, the final midbass driver was ready to be used in the Ensis speaker. 
 
It consists of a powerful symmetric motor design with very fast, tweeter-like, signal response as well 
as large dynamic capabilities. There is a Hexagonal winded voicecoil to get a closer wind, coupled to a 
Kapton-Aluminium former. Unlike Aluminium, Kapton is not influenced by Eddy currents in the 
magnetic gap and is therefore the material of choice for higher frequency resolution, but has the 
downside of having no “brake” at higher excursions. To improve reliability and push the dynamic 
limits, Aequo Audio implements a Kapton-Aluminium hybrid former to have best of both worlds. The 
special blend PP cone has very good self-dampening behavior and no break up problems as 
encountered in aluminum or even worse: magnesium midbass or midrange drivers. The cone coupled 
to the motor is very light and the absence of a phase plug in the dust cap area maximizes the moving 
cone surface. This keeps the transducer in pace with the very high full range sensitivity (>90db!) of 
the Ensis speaker without having the need of a lower impedance than the now 8 ohms nominal voice 
coil. This ensures ideal matching possibilities to any amplifier, including low power tube amps. 
 
The combination of this driver’s motor and cone is unbelievably accurate in reproduction of the 
signal. Not only fast, but also and very clean in the midrange with no sign of driver breakup ringing in 
higher frequencies. Its well-mannered behavior is showed by the CSD Waterfall Graph on the next 
page, made by an actual measurement of the assembled but still unfiltered driver.  These highly 
desired capabilities make it very suitable for our preferred low order crossover slopes. The 
loudspeaker therefore maintains clear of the unwanted group delay effects that accompany the high 
order filters necessary with metal or ceramic cone drivers in the midrange area, spoiling the natural 
vividness of the soundstage and imaging. Aequo Audio keeps full control over midrange movement, 
precise and clean, also without the need of stiff suspensions or the need of thicker or unevenly 
shaped surrounds or the terrible choice of no surround at all. The free movement of the driver, as a 
result, means the elimination of compression effects associated with lack of flexible excursion in 
many midrange drivers.  It adds no “fairy dust” like some hard domes and no warmness or over 
pronunciation of details. It ensures a genuine experience and long-time listening pleasure. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EHDL™ high frequency dispersion system 
 
Below, on the left we show how a normal waveguide dispersion works in a normal vertical position. 

Problematic floor and ceiling reflections. Especially the floor since it is much closer by than the ceiling 

(even in low ceiling rooms). On the right we get a better balance between ceiling and floor reflections 

by the tilted back position of the same tweeter: 

 



Then, on the left is again shown the backwards leaning speaker . On the right you see that the special 

EHDL waveguide redistributes some of the vertical energy into horizontal energy, removing the 

problematic floor and ceiling reflections and providing a more realistic horizontal soundstage with 

increased depth and natural imaging: 

 

 
 
Low Frequency system with ARPEC™ 
 
The Ensis has been equipped with one of the most bespoken new technologies developed in-house 
by Aequo Audio: ARPEC™. Aequo Audio studies the effects of room size and speaker placement and 
implements this knowledge in this piece of hi-tech yet fully analog hardware. It controls the low 
frequency extension of the integrated active subwoofer to fit the “room gain” of any room from 
small to large (blue line). And it properly adjusts the bass levels to correspond with speaker 
placement in room corners as well as that of a positioning near a wall or in the open field, and 
everything in between (green line).  
 

 



 
 
ARPEC™ ensures a deep and natural roll off into the lowest notes (the Ensis delivers a -3db point at 
16hz in XXLsetting with average room gain) and does so with a full analog signal path and phase 
alignment to the midbass driver in the speaker (yellow line). It avoids the unnatural notches usually 
made by DSP controlled systems, accompanied by slow or sterile sound, even if made of multiple 
measurement positions. Just use the two easy and steplessly adjusted rotators to find the perfect 
match without any hassle. A real first and original analog room adjustment system that gets the job 
done. And so the compact yet very capable Ensis speaker with ARPEC™ becomes a high end speaker 
truly unique in its versatility for any room or placement in the real world. 
 
Many tower speakers today have with multiple small bass drivers instead of proper subwoofers. 
Sometimes few, sometimes many of them aligned in the tower itself or even in a separate tower. 
Nonmatter the number of them and the total moving surface in result, they fail to provide the 
cleanliness and reproductive authority you want below 50hz. And they usually rely on low tuned 
bassreflex ports that can sound slow or boomy when interacting with the room. Speakers in the top 
class need drivers specifically built for performance in this area. To have the Ensis deliver such 
cleanliness its cabinet has a clever and original shape like that of a musical note. It allows the 
placement of a 10” inch subwoofer. Viewed three-dimensionally the special cabinet has also the 
benefit of facing the subwoofer somewhat forward, to keep the subwoofer from facing the rear wall 
if the speakers are positioned with some toe-in for best neutrality and imaging. 
 
To handle the carefully thought-trough adjustment control of the ARPEC™ system and deliver the 
best possible lows in general, the 10inch subwoofer driver of the Ensis has been equipped with 
exceptional qualities. The large heat resistant voice coil of 34mm long is placed between a 8mm 
magnet gap in an overhung double magnet system with an exceptional large force field outside the 
gap to bring the linear motor travel to an incredible 50mm. Long voicecoils can lead to slow signal 
response, but not so in the Ensis subwoofer. A clever symmetric motor design with rings and pole 
extenders introduce a very fast signal response comparable to most smaller drivers used above 
subwoofer frequencies. 
 
The mechanical design couples this high precision motor to a very reliable Nomex spider and a large 
yet flexible rubber surround. The end result has been reviewed with the world’s best driver 
measurement equipment from Klippel Germany to prove a linear travel of 25mm of the total system 
surpassing any other 10” inch subwoofer of such fast signal response. Ventilation of the motor under 
the dust cap and the low loss suspension guarantee very low compression effects for an open and 
natural playback of dynamic passages in your music collection. The driven cone is made of 
lightweight and very rigid aluminium, black anodized for optimal heat dissipation, to handle the force 
with ultra-low distortion when both used very delicately or very brute. 
 

Reasons for an analog signal path 
 
Aequo Audio’s Adjustable Room and Placement Extension Control is a fully analog system without 
DSP. In the world of custom installations and full active studio or other PA systems, the introduction 
of Digital Signal Processing (DSP) soon became a widely used tool to extend low frequency 
production, do specific room adjustments and even replace passive crossover filters. Additionally, 
there has been a trend towards consumer-friendly DSP systems for room correction: automatically 
trough measurement with a microphone by the user of DSP equipped AV receivers or standalone 
room adjustment systems, and even by self-measuring active speakers. All these systems, both 
professional and of the universal consumer type as well as self-measuring electronics and speakers, 
are not without flaws: 



 
-In case of universal DSP for low frequency extension and room adjustment, there is a big risk of 
pushing low frequency transducers or the associated amplifier channels over their limits if the 
speakers, subwoofers or associated amplifiers were not specifically designed for these conditions. 
This will result in very audible distortion in the lowest octaves at all listening levels, or even 
permanent damage of either amplifier or low frequency driver at higher listening levels (thermally, 
mechanically or trough clipping). Bass reflex speakers and subwoofers are specifically tuned by the 
manufacturer and especially vulnerable to such damage. 
-These systems often rely on one or just a small series of measurements from the listening 
position(s), and most self-measuring speakers will not even measure from such a position.  Even with 
large amounts of measurements, automatic DSP correction systems can produce peaky EQ and Phase 
adjustments resulting in removing one problem by adding another (absence in certain frequencies in 
one place and adding too much in another, or moving problems to a different frequency range). They 
also introduce audible problems in the time-domain by small-band group delays. Even professionally 
adjusted DSP systems by qualified sound engineers can sound slow, strange or just plain dull and 
lifeless. 
-In case of DSP added solely to the subwoofer section, the DSP itself will always need computing time 
by its processor for adjustment, dithering and A/D and D/A conversions, causing a delay to the rest of 
the system. Although phase corrections can partly solve this, your lows will always run wavelengths 
behind the rest as you cannot shift phase back in time. Increasingly popular Hybrid active/passive 
speakers using integrated DSP will have delay solely on the lows and will therefore also suffer from 
the same problem and not reach the uniformity as one may and should expect in high-end audio. A 
properly aligned speaker actually plays as one speaker instead of separate drivers to allow you to 
pinpoint the double bass or bass guitar in your soundstage without blur or fussiness. 
-DSP platforms used for the active filtering of midrange and high frequency transducers are virtually 
always limited in their use of combined ideal response curves combined with precise wideband 
phase alignment when compared to passive filters of the best quality, as used in the Ensis and the 
best sounding price-no-object top high end loudspeakers. 
-The bitrate of the best and newest DSP’s A/D and D/A will always be behind on the latest sound-
formats. It was at cd quality when there was SACD, at 96/24 when there was 192/24 and at 192/24 
while we are at even higher bitrate DSD. In case of DSD, you probably lose the benefits of the format, 
without regards to bitrate. 
-Even if you find the bitrate and source format-compatibility of your DSP sufficient, adding another 
conversion from analog to digital and back can be a sacrifice for you. 
-Audiophiles with totally analog systems will keep away from any device implementing A/D in their 
gear, and with good reasons as it would make their beloved vinyl or other analog source and signal 
path compromised in the analog aspect of it. 
 
Some extreme cases can always use a universal DSP system to try to fix it. Aequo has used DSP when 
such extreme cases could not be fixed by the adjustments offered on the Ensis (if it then means that 
probably too much of the good lows have to be sacrificed together with the bad ones, or no 
reasonable positioning can be found both practically as well as with regards to soundstage). Try 
moving around your furniture (most importantly: the listening-chair or -sofa itself) and especially the 
speakers first. Because even some small movements, together  with the individual asymmetric 
adjustments that are possible in the Ensis’ lows, will often bring a very satisfying result. 
 
 
 

 

 



Cabinet Construction 

The Outer Shell (most right in picture below) is a sandwich construction of hard woods on the outside 

and softer woods on the inside pressed with special in-house built hydraulic press with 20t of force. A 

total 9 layers of wood are pressed together into a compact shell strong enough to support the weight 

of a car: 3 layers of ultra-stiff wood, followed by 2 layers of softer wood, each of different thickness 

and divided by another thin layer, then finished with another 3 layers of ultra-stiff wood. This 

combination is still very thin but with the lowest possible amount of resonance in the entire 

frequency spectrum. Then there is the addition of another unique material to completely eliminate 

any addition to the sound by the cabinet: Aequo Audio’s Grey Matter Compound™ that has high 

stiffness combined with ultra-high weight of 3 times that of granite rock(!), without the addition of 

toxic materials like lead or mercury. It is added to the shell in variable thickness in positions 

determined by research with accelerator sensors. The front baffle is made of a special and very dense 

MDF with better dampening behavior, also stiffer outside than inside and extra heavy. This baffle and 

outer shell are hold together by a heavy matrix bracing in both vertical and horizontal direction. The 

cabinet’s front is finished with a beautiful plate made of a mineral filled polymer that has 

unidirectional stiffness and weight comparable to granite rock, to complete the very best cabinet in 

size versus performance.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Phase Alignment performance 

 The low order crossover filter topology is fine-tuned in phase alignment of the already time coherent 

(by carefully sloped cabinet) mid-bass and tweeter drivers. Phase alignment is not limited to the 

crossover frequency area but in the entire band of both drivers beyond 20khz.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Distortion performance 

Often thresholds in high end reproduction of midrange frequencies (were our ears are most sensitive 

to distortion) are chosen at 0,3% for third order and 0,5% for less harmful second order harmonics. 

For some extensive speakers these are still too hard to meet resulting in specific speaker sound 

characters. Ensis provides ultimate cleanliness with uneven harmonics: third order harmonics are 

kept around and even below 0,1% above 100hz.  No “fairy dust” edginess resulting in listening 

fatigue, even at high listening levels. The very low second order distortion keeps unrealistic warmth 

and murkiness out of the sound. Founded by the ultra-clean performance by the very capable 10” 

inch subwoofer into the lowest frequencies also outperforming virtually any other subwoofer in 

cleanliness. Below the actual measurements at 100(!)db /1meter. 

 

 



Size And Form (one of the eight aspects in the Octagon philosophy) 

An additional article about how the Ensis was designed by form follows function. 

The marriage of appearance and performance, and when they file a divorce 

The size and shape of a loudspeaker is an aspect which we are confronted with all the time when 

we are in the same room with them. Even if they are not playing music. Several aspects of a 

loudspeaker’s appearance obviously derivate from its function. Form follows function is indeed a 

great credo to design a beautiful product. As if our touching and seeing it can analyze its features 

to be processed in our mind. After this evaluation, the design “feels” right, when it actually is 

capable of sounding right.  But yet, one functional demand can account for design choices that 

will be contradicting to other functional demands. And in practice we see a lot of speakers that 

sound well but are not shaped in a way to please the eye and even worse: vice versa. If we would 

trust our instincts instead of just letting go the relationship between looks and performance, we 

need a better explanation for the divorce instead of the happy marriage. This problem could very 

well be a symptom of, or better: a clear sign of the existence of contradictions mentioned earlier 

in functional loudspeaker design. The understanding of this concept is in fact the foundation of 

Aequo Audio’s conceptual design. It is making the right choices for a good relationship between 

the two. For better explanation let us start with a sum of such demands, then continue to zoom 

in on the possible contradictions between them, and finally shift to what design choices 

accompanied with the right technology do deliver the goods on all fronts and ensure staying 

happily married forever. 

Functional demands of loudspeakers with consequences for size and form 

 Listening height: something we must consider to give a realistic and comfortable 

presentation of sound (and stage) at the right height. 

 Functional mounting space: room for fitting capable transducers/drivers in the cabinet to 

deliver the full sound spectrum properly. 

 Sensitivity/amp matching: often many, or large drivers are needed to get high enough 

sensitivity and 8 ohms nominal loads to work with all amplifiers. 

 Directivity: Mounting drivers in the right direction (with respect to the directivity of each 

driver) 

 Volume size: having the right enclosure volume matching with each driver. 

 Diffraction: effects of sound resonance from edge to edge on the outside surfaces of the 

speaker. 

 Indirect sound from cabinet: sound bouncing from the source driver to the surface of the 

speaker and then to the ear, arriving a fraction late in time (out of phase with the original 

sound). 

 Interaction as an object with the room: resonances between the point of sound output and a 

wall or corner, or just that of sound resonating between walls and a speaker surface. 

 Point Source or homogeneity of multiway speakers: music and multichannel material are 

recorded with loudspeakers to operate as a single point source each, not matter how many 

drivers (ways) they need to do the job. 

 Mechanical capabilities: a solid construction of the speaker cabinet and mounted parts, 

without unwanted cabinet resonance. 

 Construction complexity: what is the simplest way to get the right size and form or shape, to 

meet all demands as well as possible. 

 



Contradictions 

If some of us had their way, the only high-end speakers of the future would maybe end up as 

something like two small spheres hanging in the room with unlimited full range capabilities. Or 

they disappeared at all, but without the suffering that accompanies today’s in-wall and on-wall 

speakers: poor soundstage and imaging because of all the indirect sound coming from so many 

surfaces in close proximity of the driver/source,  plus a serious construction project to have it 

installed in case of in-wall speakers. 

Speaking for all of us that still love to see a real speaker in the room: even a hardcore high end 

enthusiast that enjoys the view of his loudspeaker must accept it has to fit in the room without 

his spouse filing for divorce. It must be proportional to the room itself and to other furniture. 

Hence: if the room is not dedicated to listening only, it should not be in the way both practically 

and visually speaking. Instead, it should be considered a piece of art to look at, adding value to 

the room for all its users. A design is needed that isn’t compromising size for full range dynamics 

or vice versa. A design that doesn’t compromise soundstage if not placed unrealistically far from 

rear walls. For most domestic environments this means it must be compact and still It doesn’t 

compromise technology for usability. Or performance for looks and feel. It has room for the right 

drivers and parts, and at the right direction and at the right height. As if that is too much to ask 

and you need big bulky speakers if you want enough inside room and a sturdy cabinet that 

doesn’t add any unwanted sound. And they will be in your way to get them right. That is the 

gestalt of the first main contradiction to start with. 

Design choices that work on both fronts 

Unlike sports cars, where looks, feels and performance of certain models have gone hand in hand 

for decades, in HiFi we have just only left the era of plain rectangular boxes. One can say this is 

only because of the very different type of performance in speakers versus automobiles and thus 

no need for aerodynamics in loudspeakers, but one would be wrong. Every 90-degree corner and 

sharp edge at the wrong place can lead to sound resonance due to diffraction. Wavelengths with 

the size from edge to edge will be pronounced. More indirect sound will be added. Ideally sound 

should slide over the loudspeaker evenly and untouched. Just like an aerodynamic car sliding 

through the air and using its shape to overcome problems. And only there were diffraction 

effects can be used as a correction for certain shortcomings, such should be implemented just 

like spoilers and diffusors on cars are used to overcome lack of grip and unwanted lift. Actually, 

what one should say or point out on this topic is the fact that not only outside aerodynamics 

count in speakers, but also those inside the cabinet. Parallel walls mean inside resonances of 

specific wavelengths/frequencies. Even more reasons for a better looking curve instead of the 

dull plain boxy lines! And as in a usable sports car, the designer should try to get it right without 

too much ugly add-ons while also providing enough space for performance parts, a view through 

the windshield and space for the big gripping wheels to fit. And at the same time a curved 

loudspeaker cabinet panel is much stiffer automatically, and less prawn to panel resonances.  See 

where this is going and how it matches your instincts about form following function as for it 

being something that actually results in beautiful instead of boxy, bulky and ugly? 



 


